
 

 

 

CODE OF ETHICS ADOPTED BY VIAR 

PURSUANT TO LEGISLATIVE DECREE 231/2001 

(Approved by the BoD on 18 October 2013) 

 

 

The Code represents a mandatory general principle of Form 

231, as well as a key element in the established regulation in terms of 

anti-corruption policies, of which it is an integral part. the synergies 

between the Code of Ethics and the Form 231 are underlined by the 

entrusting to Viar Supervision Body of the functions of Controller of 

the Code of Ethics, with the aim to promote and check its 

implementation. This Code is approved along with a Code of Conduct 

to make the compliance of the behaviour followed by employees with 

the principles set out in this Code of Ethics immediate and easy. 

The Code of Ethics applies to all companies directly or 

indirectly controlled by VIAR S.p.A in Italy and abroad. Each 

controlled company assigns to its own Supervision Body the function 

of Controller of the Code of Ethics. 

The representatives indicated by VIAR in the corporate bodies 

of the other associated companies promote the principles and the 

contents of the Code within their respective province. Viar 
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commitment to the diffusion of the principles of this Code is further 

underlined by the creation of a suitable Code of Conduct aiming at 

promoting knowledge and facilitating the implementation of said 

principles establishing a true standard of conduct for each risk action 

as for those areas deemed as sensitive within the group of offences 

reported in Legislative Decree 231 of 2001; supplying any fact finding 

and clarifying tool, for the relative interpretation and implementation.  

The Code of Ethics is the “Constitution” of our company, a 

charter of rights and moral duties that sets the ethical and social 

responsibilities of each company stakeholder.  A Code of Conduct 

derives from these core rights and duties making them concrete 

and feasible. 

This document was written following accurate investigations 

and analyses of the crime risk carried out with reference to the 

activities of VIAR S.p.A and of all connected and controlled 

companies. 

Viar Spa controls Coinval srl (that in turns controls Itt Lab Srl), Viar 

engineering Srl, Steber s.r.l.(a property company).   

VIAR S.p.A. is a company committed in the design, production and 

supply of inserts, flanges and specialty forged items, founded in the 

‘80s to serve both petro-chemical sector and gas and energy co-

generation plants. The company is presently experiencing a period of 

economic and organisational development. 

Our core values of honesty, integrity and respect for people are the 

basis of our work and represent the cornerstone of our principles of 
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behaviour. The principles of behaviour apply to every operation, both 

big and small, and set the conduct all employees of Viar companies 

must continuously follow in managing the company activities.  For 

these reasons, a Code of Conduct has been adopted along with this 

Code, reporting any disciplinary breaching and the relative sanctioning 

mechanisms. We are judged based on how we act. We will keep this 

reputation high if we carry out our activities complying with the law 

and with the principles of behaviour. Our company management must 

give a good example to ensure that the whole personnel is aware of 

these principles adopting a behaviour complying with them and 

respecting the imposed code of conduct, faithfully interpreting its 

content and spirit. 

The application of these principles is strengthened by the presence of a 

complete set of verification procedures designed to ensure that all 

employees understand the principles, acting in compliance with them. 

These verification procedures also impose the managers to make 

available to their employees secure and confidential channels to 

communicate possible worries, as well as cases of breaching. Viar 

personnel must inform the company about the case of suspect 

breaching of the Code of Conduct.  The Principles of Behaviour this 

code takes inspiration from and on which the Code of Conduct is 

based, played, for many year, a critical role in our company activities; 

therefore their compliance is essential to continue our success. 

Viar has five areas of responsibility. The company management must 

define each time the priorities and meet these inseparable 
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responsibilities based on these evaluations. 

1. Towards its shareholders 

Protect their investments. 

2. Towards its clients 

Win clients and keep their loyalty developing and offering value 

products and services in terms of prices, quality, safety and 

environmental impact supported by the required technological, 

environmental and commercial experience.  

PROTECTION OF SENSITIVE DATA, PURCHASES 

BYCLIENTSS AND, IN GENERAL PREVENTION AND 

PUNISHMENT OF COMPUTER CRIMES WITH 

REFERENCE TO PRIVACY REGULATION 

Legislative Decree 93/2013 dated 14 August 2013 (published in the  

in OG on 16 august 2013) updated the list of “supposed crimes” 

under Legislative Decree 231/2001 also adding computer fraud 

with theft of digital identity (article 640-ter, paragraph 3 of the 

penal code), improper use, counterfeiting, alteration and receipt of 

stolen credit cards and payment (article 55, paragraph 9 of 

Legislative Decree 231/2007), illicit treatment of personal data 

(article 167 of Legislative Decree 196/2003), false statements and 

notifications to the Controller (article 168 of Legislative Decree 

196/2003) and failure to comply with the provisions of the 

Controller (article 170 of Legislative Decree 196/2003). 

In detail, with the above mentioned article of Legislative Decree - 

“Computer fraud with theft of digital identity” - modifications to 
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the penal code and to Legislative Decree n 231 of 2001 have been 

made. More specifically, article 640-ter of the penal code was 

changed, introducing harsher punishments if the computer fraud is 

committed with theft of digital identity. 

As for the changes made to Legislative Decree 231/2001, article 9 

of recent Legislative Decree n 93/2013 adds to the case in point 

under article 24-bis, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree n 231: 

-    computer fraud with theft of digital identity; 

-    the crimes at article 55, paragraph 9, of Legislative Decree  

dated 21 November 2007, n 231, that is those concerning improper 

use, counterfeiting, alteration of credit cards or payment, or any 

other similar documents enabling to withdraw cash or to purchase 

goods or deliver services, as well as their ownership, transfer or 

acquisition; 

-    the crimes as per part III, title III, Item II of Legislative Decree 

dated 30 June 2003, n 196 relative to offences concerning the 

treatment of personal data (illicit treatment of data, false statements 

and notifications to the Controller, etc.). 

Therefore, these cases fall into the range of computer crimes and of 

those concerning the treatment of data that can be a source of 

administrative responsibility for the body under Legislative Decree 

231/2001. 

The supreme court stated that if, on the one hand, the introduction 

of the administrative responsibility of bodies as far as the first two 

computer crimes are concerned (computer fraud with aggravating 
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circumstances such as the theft of digital identity and improper use, 

counterfeiting, alteration, receipt of illicit credit cards or payments) 

is not supposed to have a particular significance a for application, 

the third (crimes concerning privacy breaching) has a great impact, 

in particular for the establishment of responsibilities deriving from 

a crime for the bodies concerning the illicit treatment of data, a 

potential breaching that can affect the whole group of business 

companies and private associations subject to the provisions of the 

Legislative Decree n 231/2001. 

What stated by the Privacy Controller is reported to make it an 

integral part of this Code.  

Code concerning the protection of personal data 

(Articles form 33 to 36 of the Code) 

Treatment with electronic devices 

Technical methods to be adopted by the owner, the person in 

charge, where appointed, and the responsible in case of treatment 

with electronic devices: 

Computer authentication system 

1. The treatment of personal data with electronic devices is allowed 

to the people in charge having such authentication credentials as to 

allow the passing of an authentication procedure relative to a 

specific or a set of treatments. 

2. The authentication credentials consist of a code for the 

identification of the person in charge associated to a confidential 

keyword only known to him/her or of an authentication device 
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owned and exclusively used by the above mentioned person in 

charge, possibly associated to a keyword, or a biometric 

characteristic of this person, possibly associated to an identification 

code or a keyword. 

3. Each person in charge is assigned or individually associated to 

one or more credentials for authentication. 

4. The instructions given to the people in charge set out to adopt the 

required precautions to ensure the confidentiality of the credential 

and the diligent keeping of the devices owned and exclusively used 

by the person in charge. 

5. The keyword, when it is envisaged in the authentication system, 

consists of at least eight characters, or, in case the electronic device 

allows it, of a number of characters equal to the maximum allowed; 

it does not contain references that could be easily referred to the 

person in charge who changes it after the first use and then at least 

every six months. In case of treatment of sensitive or judicial data, 

the keyword is changed at least every three months. 

6. The identification code, when used, cannot be assigned to other 

people in charge, even at different times. 

7. The authentication credentials that have not been used for six 

months are disabled, except those previously authorised for 

technical management scopes. 

8. The credentials are disabled also in case of loss of the quality 

allowing the person in charge to access personal data. 

9. Instructions are given to the people in charge not to leave the 
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electronic device unattended and accessible during a treatment 

session. 

10. When access to data and electronic devices is only allowed 

through the use of a confidential component of the authentication 

credential, proper written instructions are given aiming at clearly 

detecting the methods with which the owner can ensure the 

availability of data or electronic devices in case of prolonged 

absences that make essential and undelayable the intervention for 

reasons concerning system operation and safety. In this case the 

copies of said credentials must be preserved ensuring proper 

confidentiality and previously indicating in a written documents the 

people in charge of their storage that must promptly inform the 

person in charge of the performed intervention. 

11. The instructions of the authentication system described at the 

previous points and those concerning the authorisation system do 

not apply to the treatment of personal data meant to be disclosed. 

Authorization system 

12. When, for the people in charge, authorisation profiles of a 

different domain are detected, an authorisation system is used. 

13. The authorisation profiles for each person in charge or for 

homogeneous categories of people in charge are previously 

detected and set at the beginning of the treatment, so as to limit the 

access to the data needed to perform treatment operations. 

14. Periodically, and however at least annually, the existence of the 

condition to maintain the authorization profiles is checked. 
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Other security measures 

15. Within the periodical updating with at least annual frequency of 

the detection of the treatment range allowed to the single people in 

charge of the management or maintenance of electronic devices, the 

list of the people in charge can be written also for homogeneous 

categories of jobs and the relative authorisation profiles. 

16. Personal data are protected against the risk of intrusion and the 

action of such softwares as under article 615- quinquies of the 

penal code through the activation of proper electronic devices to be 

updated at least every six months. 

17. The periodical updatings of softwares aimed at preventing the 

vulnerability of electronic devices and correcting faults are carried 

out annually. In case of treatment of sensitive or judicial data, the 

updating is carried out at least every six months. 

18. Organisational and technical instructions are given envisaging 

the saving of data at least weekly. 

Security planning document 

19.    [cancelled] (¹) 

Further measures in case of treatment of sensitive or judicial 

data 

20. Sensitive or judicial data are protected against improper access, 

under article  615-ter of the penal code, with proper electronic 

devices. 

21. Organizational and technical instructions are given for the 

storage and use of removable devices on which data are stored in 
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order to avoid unauthorised accesses and not allowed treatments.  

22. If removable devices containing sensitive or judicial data are 

not used, they must be destroyed or made unusable, or they can be 

reused by other people in charge, not authorised to the treatment of 

said data if the information they contain is not intelligible and can 

not be technically reconstructed in any way. 

23. Proper measures are adopted to ensure the restoration of access 

to data in case of damage to said data or to electronic devices, 

according to fixed timelines compatible with the right of the people 

involved and not exceeding seven days. 

24. Health bodies and health professionals perform the treatment of 

data susceptible of revealing health conditions and sexual life 

contained in lists, records or databases according to the methods 

under article 22, paragraph 6, of the code, even to allow the 

separate treatment of the said data from other personal information 

allowing to directly identify the people involved. All data relative 

to the genetic identity are treated only inside secured rooms 

accessible only to the people in charge of the treatment and to those 

specifically authorised ; the transport of data outside the rooms 

dedicated to their treatment must be carries out in containers with 

proper lock or similar devices; the transfer of electronic data is 

encrypted. 

Measures of protection and guarantee 

25. The owner adopting minimum security measures employing 

people outside his/her own structure to perform the task, receive 
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from the installer a written description of the intervention carried 

out stating its compliance with the instructions contained in this 

technical specification. 

26.cancelled 

Treatments without the use of electronic devices 

Technical methods to adopt by the owner, the person in charge, 

where appointed, and the responsible in case of treatment with 

electronic devices: 

27. The people in charge are given written instructions aimed at the 

control and maintenance for the whole cycle needed to carry out the 

activities connected to treatment, acts and documents containing 

personal data. Within the periodical updating with at least annual 

frequency of the detection of the treatment range allowed to the 

single people in charge of the management or maintenance of 

electronic devices, the list of the people in charge can be written 

also for homogeneous categories of jobs and the relative 

authorisation profiles. 

28. When acts and documents containing sensitive or judicial 

personal data are entrusted to people in charge of the treatment to 

carry out the relative tasks, said acts and documents are checked 

and maintained by the people in charge until the return so as to 

prevent the access of unauthorised people. They are returned at the 

end of the assigned tasks. 

29. The access to the archives containing sensitive or judicial data 

is controlled. The people allowed after the closing time are 
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identified and registered.  When the archives are not equipped with 

electronic devices for the control of access or of people in charge of 

supervision, the people accessing them are previously authorised.  

(1) Paragraphs cancelled from article 45, paragraph 1, item. d), of 

Legislative Decree dated 9 February 2012, n 5, turned, with 

alterations, from the law dated 4 April 2012, n 35. 

3. Towards its personnel 

Respecting the human rights of our personnel and offering them 

good and safe working conditions and a satisfactory and 

competitive treatment. Promoting the development and the 

maximum valorisation of the capacity of our employees; creating 

an inclusive working environment where each employee has equal 

opportunities to develop his/her own expertise and capacities. 

Encouraging the involvement of the personnel in the planning and 

management of their work and supplying proper channel to 

communicate possible cause of concern. We know that our 

economic success depends on the full commitment of the whole 

personnel. Therefore, this code of conduct the personnel must refer 

to is not only a tool to “direct” or “control” their actions, but it is 

also and above all meant for their own protection.  

 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

For a modern and market company that is operating and will 

continue operating in an increasingly open and international 

contest, diversity is an extraordinary asset if supported by all those 
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involved. 

VIAR is firmly oriented to respect the principle of Equal 

Opportunities in the working environment, without distinction of 

sex, marital status, sexual orientation, religious belief, political and 

union opinion, skin colour , ethnic origin, age and condition of 

different ability. The sharing, implementation and respect of this 

principle is a commitment of all employees, as stated in Viar Code 

of Ethics. Moreover, any such breaching is specifically envisaged 

and punished in the code of conduct. 

The companies controlled by VIAR are committed to avoid any 

form of discrimination, direct and indirect, of any kind in the 

working relationship ant to promote positive actions for equal 

opportunities, supporting the strength of diversity. 

4. Towards all subjects with whom we establish business 

relationships 

Ensuring mutual advantages in the relationships with contract 

workers and suppliers, promoting the application in these 

relationships of the Viar General Principles of Behaviour or of 

equivalent ones. The capacity to promote these principles in an 

efficient way will be a critical factor to decide whether to establish 

and maintain these relationships. 

 

ANTI-LAUNDERING – MARKETING AND ANTITRUST 

The Company operates fully respecting the anti-laundering 

regulation in force and the directives issued by the competent 
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authorities and, to that end, it is committed to refuse to implement 

suspect operations based on correctness and transparency. The 

Company establishes relationships with business counterparts, 

suppliers, partners, collaborators and consultants only following 

proper checks on the available information relative to their 

respectability and the legitimacy of their activities in order to avoid 

any implication in potentially improper operations, to favour the 

laundering of money coming from illicit or criminal activities and 

acting in the full compliance with control internal procedures and 

with anti-laundering regulations. 

To that end the code of conduct establishes the prohibition of 

accepting cash and/or bearer securities and other tactics to comply 

with the said regulation. 

Within its own mission, VIAR strictly complies with the principles 

of an open market economy based on free competition in order to 

increase the competitiveness of Italian and European industry. The 

safeguard and respect of the principle of competition protection are 

an integral part of VIAR strategy to increase its own presence on 

energy market offering professionalism and more competitive 

services. 

5. Towards the community 

Performing its own activities as responsible member of society, 

complying with the laws and regulations in force, supporting the 

fundamental human rights in line with the legitimate role of 

entrepreneur and paying the proper attention to health, safety and 
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environment. 

RELATIONSHIPS WITH MASS MEDIA 

In the relationships with mass media VIAR engages so that the 

people in charge of communications comply with the principles of 

truthfulness, transparency and clarity, ensuring that the information 

produced are consistent, accurate and always conforming with 

company policies and programs.   

Therefore, employees and collaborators will restrain from giving 

statements concerning VIAR activities to the press or other means 

of mass communication, unless they have been otherwise 

authorised. 

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT 

VIAR operates and pursue its objectives respecting people, 

environment and the legislation in force on these matters.  

VIAR has as unavoidable value the protection of personal safety, 

freedom and individual personality.  

Therefore, it rejects any activity that could lead to harm individual 

safety and any possible behaviour that could favour or nourish these 

actions as well as any possible exploitation or reduction to a 

condition of subjection of a person.  

VIAR also gives primary importance to the protection of minors 

and to the repression of the exploitation of any kind against them.  

The company is committed to diffuse and consolidate the culture of 

safety developing the awareness of risks and promoting responsible 

behaviours by all employees and collaborators.  
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The company guarantees and protects the physical and moral 

integrity of its collaborators, ensuring working conditions that 

respect the individual dignity as well as safe and healthy working 

environments.  

In particular, as for the prevention of events that could have 

consequences for the employee:  

• serious injuries  

• very serious injuries  

• death 

the company, also for the changes made to the law   123/07 and the 

subsequent article 300 of Legislative Decree 81/08 to Legislative 

Decree 231/01:  

• periodically performs a thorough analysis of the company 

activities to detect those that could result in one of the above 

mentioned events,  

• arranges proper preventive measures (organisational, structural 

and technological),  

• arranges continuous information/training plans on these issues 

with a learning check along with follow up activities,  

• introduces the consequent Technical Specifications concerning 

the minimum safety measures and the relative procedures and 

actions within the Organisational Form ex Legislative Decree. 

231/01.  

However, VIAR operates to preserve, in particular with preventive 

actions and favouring proper information tools, the health and 
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safety of employees against any harm even less serious than those 

previously listed, as this cultural and behavioural attitude falls into 

the choice of Social Responsibility made by the company.  

To that end, it includes, among the improvement objectives of the 

company quality system, all those behaviours and indicators 

relative to the monitoring of the seriousness and frequency of 

injuries with the aim of preventing them.  

Due to the characteristics of the performed activities concerning 

road safety, VIAR promotes a culture of legality and awareness of 

social value to change the driving behaviours and the dangerous 

style concerning mobility.  

Taking into consideration above all the risk connected to vehicle 

and in general the specific risk concerning mechanical workings, 

VIAR prohibits the consumption of alcohol and spirits during 

working activity and in the lunch break, underlying, due to the 

absorption times and the differed effects of alcohol, the need not to 

consume them at least within an hour before starting the first 

working shift. This prohibition is extended to narcotics and 

psychotrope drugs.   The code of conducts envisages and 

specifically punishes any breaching in terms of working safety. 

Moreover, VIAR promotes the respect of environment with 

particular reference to the limitation of energy consumption, 

considering it as a qualifying and rewarding element for any kind of 

project.  

To that end, VIAR follows with particular attention the evolution of 
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the national and European environmental legislation.  

To that end the Company commits to what follows:  

• the compliance with the national and international regulation in 

force concerning the environment;  

• the promotion of the development and diffusion of eco-efficient 

technologies;  

• the sensitization and training of personnel to make them aware of 

the environmental aspects and impacts connected to their activities 

so that they commit to operate respecting the environment and 

giving their contribution to meet the company objectives. 

As stated in VIAR Organisation Form and, in the light of a proper 

evaluation and mapping of risks, the Code of Ethics follows the 

principles on which the company ethics is based, the prohibitions, 

indicated in the Code of Conducts, chosen and customised for Viar 

among the many events with a criminal significance envisaged and 

punished by Legislative Decree 231/2001. Not to leave anything 

out, we here present a complete summary of these criminal events 

with the relative penalties set out by the company. 

The company responsibility, that is ex Legislative Decree 231/2001 

is autonomous from the criminal liability of the individual 

committing the offence. The ascertainment and the penalty 

provided by the laws of the relative sanctions are assigned to the 

criminal judge and the proceeding follows the provisions of the 

criminal procedure code. The penalties envisaged by Legislative 

Decree 231/2001 for the bodies following the performance of the 
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attempted carrying out of the crimes mentioned below can be of a 

financial kind, up to a maximum of 1,549,370.69, or an 

interdictive one. In case of misuse of privileged information or 

manipulation of the market, the financial penalty can be tenfold the 

profit made by the body. 

The interdictive penalties that can be applied as precautionary 

measures consist in:  

(a) disqualification from the performance of business; 

(b) suspension or revocation of authorisations, licences or permits 

functional to the performance of the illicit action; 

(c) prohibition to negotiate with the public administration;  

(d) exclusion from facilities, financing, contributions or subsidies 

and the possible revocation of those granted;  

(e) prohibition of promoting goods or services. 

Along with the verdict of guilty for the body, the confiscation of the 

price or of the profit of the crime is always applied. In case 

interdictive penalties are imposed, the publication of the verdict of 

guilty can be provided for as an additional punishment.  

Let us see in detail the single crimes and the relative penalties, 

specifying the company shares as calculation of the financial 

penalty and the period of disqualification.  

- article 24 of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

 

a) Embezzlement against the State (article 316 bis penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 600, disqualification 

from 3 to 24 months; 
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b) Illicit collection of outpayments to the prejudice of the State 

(article 316 ter, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 

100 to 600 and disqualification from 3 to 24  (penalty with 

aggravated circumstances for a damage of remarkable value);  

c) Fraud against the State (article 640 paragraph 2 n 1, penal 

code) financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 600 and 

disqualification from 3 to 24 months; 

d) Fraud with aggravated circumstances by the obtainment of 

public outpayments (article 640 bis; penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 600, disqualification from 3 to 24 

months; 

e) Computer Fraud (article 640 ter, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 600, disqualification from 3 to 24 

months; 

- article 24 bis of Legislative Decree 231/2001 

a) IT documents (article 491 bis, penal code) – financial penalty 

(shares) from 100 to 400, disqualification not envisaged; 

b) Illicit access to an IT or telematic system (article 615 ter, penal 

code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged;  

c) Possession and illicit diffusion of codes for the access to IT 

and telematic systems (article 615 quater, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 300, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

d) Equipment, devices or softwares aiming at damaging or 

discontinuing an IT system (article  615 quinquies, penal code) 

– financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 300, disqualification 

not envisaged; 
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e) Illicit tapping, blocking or discontinuation of IT or telematic 

communications (article  617 quater, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

f) Installation of equipment aimed at tapping, blocking or 

discontinuing IT or telematic communications (article 617 

quinquies, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 

500, disqualification not envisaged; 

g) Damage to information, data and IT softwares (article 635 bis, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

h) Damage to information, data and IT softwares used by the 

State or another public body or anyway of public utility (article 

635 ter, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 

500, disqualification not envisaged; 

i) Damage of IT or telematic systems (article 635 quater, penal 

code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

j) Damage of IT or telematic systems of public utility (article 635 

quinquies, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 

500, disqualification not envisaged; 

k) IT fraud of the individual providing services of electronic 

signature certification (article 640 quinquies , penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 400, disqualification not 

envisaged; 
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- article 24 ter of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) Criminal association (article 416, sixth paragraph, penal code) 

– financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 100, disqualification 

from 12 to 24 months; 

b) Organised crime associations , even of a foreign type (article 

416 bis, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 

100, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

c) Crimes committed based on the conditions envisaged in the 

said article 416-bis of the penal code in order to favour the 

activities of organised crime associations – financial penalty 

(shares) from 400 to 1000 and disqualification from 12 to 24 

months; 

d) Political-organised crime exchange of votes (article 416 ter, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 100, 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

e) Kidnapping for ransom (article 630, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 400 to 100, disqualification from 12 to 

24 months; 

f) Association for drug trafficking (article  74 D.P.R. 309/90) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 100, disqualification 

from 12 to 24 months; 

- article 25 of Legislative Decree 231/2001  

a) Extortion (article 317, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) 

from 300 to 800, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

b) Corruption for a document issued by a court official (article 
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318, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 200, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

c) Corruption for an act against office duties (article 319, penal 

code) – financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 600 and 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months – aggravating 

circumstances (article 319 bis, penal code) from 300 to 800 

and disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

d) Corruption in judicial acts (article 319 ter, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 600 and disqualification 

from 12 to 24 months – aggravating circumstances from 300 to 

800 and disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

e) Illicit induction to give or promise utilities (article 319 quater 

1, penal code) financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 600 and 

disqualification from 3 to 24 months; 

f) Corruption of a person in charge of a public service (article 

320, penal code) financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 600 and 

disqualification from 3 to 24 months; [penalties for the 

corruptor ex article  321 of the penal code - financial penalty 

(shares) from 200 to 600 or from 300 to 800 and 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months, if envisaged] ;  

g) Incitement to corruption (article 322, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 200 and disqualification not 

envisaged – in case of aggravating circumstances from 200 to 

600 and disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

h) Peculation, embezzlement, corruption and incitement to 
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corruption of members of European Community bodies and 

officials of European Communities and Foreign Countries 

(article 322 bis, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 

300 to 800, disqualification not envisaged; 

- article 25 bis of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) Counterfeiting of money, spending and introduction in the 

State, with prior consent, of counterfeited money (article 453, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 300 to 800, 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

b) Modification of money (article 454, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification from 12 to 

24 months; 

c) Spending and introduction in the State, without consent, of 

counterfeited money (article 455, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 500 to 500, disqualification from 12 to 

24 months; 

d) Spending of counterfeited money received in good faith (article 

457 , penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 200, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

e) Counterfeiting of revenue stamps, introduction in the State, 

purchase, possession or uttering of counterfeited revenue 

stamps (article 459, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) 

from 100 to 333,33, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

f) Counterfeiting of watermarked paper used to manufacture 

public credit cards or revenue stamps (article 460, penal code) 
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– financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification 

from 12 to 24 months; 

g) Manufacturing or possession of watermark or tools for the 

counterfeiting of money, revenue stamps or watermarked paper 

(article) 461, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 

to 500, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

h) Use of counterfeited or modified revenue stamps (article 464, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 300 or 

from 100 to 200, disqualification not envisaged; 

i) Counterfeiting, modification or use of trademarks or logos, or 

patents, models or drawings (article 473, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification 

from 3 to 12 months; 

j) Introduction in the state and trading of products with 

counterfeited brands (article 474, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification from 3 to 12 

months; 

k) Disturbance of the freedom of industry and commerce (article 

513, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

l) Illicit competition with threats or violence (article 513 bis, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 800, 

disqualification from 3 to 24 months; 

m) Fraud against national industries (article 514, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 800, disqualification 
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from 3 to 24 months; 

n) Fraud in the trade activity (article 515, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

o) Sale of not genuine food as if it was genuine (article 516, penal 

code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

p) Sales of industrial products with false brands (article 517, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

q) Manufacturing and trade of goods realised encroaching the 

rights of industrial propriety (article 517 ter, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

r) Counterfeiting of geographical indications or appellations of 

agricultural and food products (article 517 quater, penal code) 

– financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification 

not envisaged; 

- article 25 ter of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) False social communications (article  2621, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 150, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

b) False social communications damaging the company, the 

partners or the creditors  (article 2622, civil code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 300 or from 200 to 400, 
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disqualification not envisaged; 

c) article 2623, civil code (false prospecting) – article abrogated 

by article 34 L. 262/2005 with subsequent crime of false 

prospecting under article 173 bis Legislative Decree 58/1998; 

d) article 2624, civil code (falsities in the relationships or 

communications of the auditing companies) – article abrogated by 

article 37 n. 34 Legislative Decree 39/2010 with subsequent 

violation  and crime of “falsities in the relationships or 

communications of the auditing companies” under article 27 

Legislative Decree 39/2010; 

e) Obstruction of checks (article 2625, civil code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 100 to 180, disqualification not envisaged; 

f) Illicit return of contributions (article 2626, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 180, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

g) Illicit profit and reserve sharing (article 2627, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 130, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

h) Illicit operations on shares or shares of the company or the 

controlling company (article 2628, civil code) – financial penalty 

(shares) from 100 to 180, disqualification not envisaged; 

i) Operations to the detriment of  creditors (article 2629, civil 

code) – financial penalty (shares) from 150 to 330, disqualification 

not envisaged; 

j) Failure to disclose conflict of interests (article 2629 bis, civil 
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code) – financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 500, disqualification 

not envisaged; 

k) Fictitious creation of capital (article 2632, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 180, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

l) Illicit allotment of social assets by liquidators (article 2633, 

civil code) – financial penalty (shares) from 150 to 330, 

disqualification not envisaged; 

m) Corruption between individuals (article 2635, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 400, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

n) Illicit influence on the meeting (article 2636, civil code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 150 to 330, disqualification not 

envisaged; 

o) Agiotage (article 2637, civil code) – financial penalty (shares) 

from 200 to 500, disqualification not envisaged; 

p) Obstruction to the performance of the function of public 

supervision authority 2638, civil code) – financial penalty (shares) 

from 200 to 400, disqualification not envisaged; 

- article 25 quater of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

Crimes having a terrorist scope or the eversion of a democratic order; 

financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 700 or from 400 to 1000 and 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months; Practices for the mutilations of 

female genital organs, article  583 bis, penal code – financial penalty 

(shares) from 300 to 700, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 
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- article 25 quinques of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) Slavery or forced labour (article 600, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 400 to 1000, disqualification from 12 to 24 

months; 

b) Juvenile prostitution (article 600 bis, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 200 to 700 or from 300 to 800, 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

c) Juvenile pornography (article 600 ter, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 200 to 700 or from 300 to 800, 

disqualification from 12 to 24 months, if envisaged; 

d) Possession of pedo-pornographic material (article 600 quater, 

penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 700 or from 

300 to 800, disqualification not envisaged; 

e) Tourist initiative aimed at exploiting juvenile prostitution 

(article 600 quinquies, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) 

from 300 to 800, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

f) Trade of people (article 601, penal code) – financial penalty 

(shares) from 400 to 1000, disqualification from 12 to 24 months; 

g) Purchase and alienation of slaves (article 602, penal code) – 

financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 1000, disqualification from 

12 to 24 months; 

- article 25 sexies of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

Market misuse and manipulation (TUF 58/98 mod. article 9 L. 62/05 

articles 184 and 185) – financial penalty (shares) from 400 to 1000, 

disqualification not envisaged; 
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- article 25 septies of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

Unintentional homicide ex article 589, penal code – financial penalty 

(shares) from 250 to 500 or from 1000 to 1000, disqualification from 

12 to 24 months; Unintentional injuries ex article 590, penal code – 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 250, disqualification from 3 to 6 

months; 

- article 25 octies of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) Receiving of stolen goods (article 601, penal code) – financial 

penalty (shares) from 200 to 800, disqualification from 3 to 24 

months; 

b) Money laundering (art. 648 bis, penal code) – financial penalty 

(shares) from 200 to 800 or from 400 to 1000, disqualification 

from 3 to 24 months; 

c) Use of money, goods or utilities with an illicit origin (article 

648 ter, penal code) – financial penalty (shares) from 200 to 800 or 

from 400 to 1000, disqualification from 3 to 24 months; 

- article 25 novies of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

(ex L. 99/2009) – Crimes concerning the breaching of copyright; 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500 and disqualification from 3 

to 12 months; 

- article 25 decies of Legislative Decree 231/2001: 

a) Incitement not to make statements or  to make false statements 

to the judicial authority ex article 377 bis, penal code - 

financial penalty (shares) from 100 to 500, disqualification not 

envisaged; 
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- article 25 undecies of Legislative Decree 231/2001 (ex Legislative 

Decree 121/2011) – Environmental crimes: 

1. The body applies the following financial penalties as for the crimes 

envisaged by the penal code: 

     a) for the breaching of article 727-bis the financial penalty will be 

up to two hundred fifty shares; 

     a) for the breaching of article 733-bis the financial penalty will be 

from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares; 

2. The following financial penalties are applied for the crimes 

envisaged in Legislative Decree dated 3 April 2006, n 152: 

     a) for the crimes under article 137: 

         1) for the breaching of paragraphs 3, 5, first period, and 13, the 

financial penalty is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares; 

         2) for the breaching of paragraphs 2, 5, first period, and 11, the 

financial penalty is from two hundred to three hundred shares. 

     b) for the crimes under article 256: 

         1) for the breaching of paragraphs 1, item a) and 6, first period,  

the financial penalty is up to two hundred fifty shares; 

         2) for the breaching of paragraph 1, item 3), first period, and 5, 

the financial penalty is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty 

shares; 

         3) for the breaching of paragraph 3, second period, the financial 

penalty is from two hundred to three hundred shares. 

     c) for crimes under article 257: 

         1) for the breaching of paragraph 1, the financial penalty is from 
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two hundred to two  hundred fifty shares. 

         2) for the breaching of paragraph 2,  the financial penalty is from 

one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares; 

    3) for the breaching of article 258, paragraph 4, second period, the 

financial penalty is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares. 

    e) for the breaching of article 259, paragraph 1, the financial penalty 

is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares. 

    f) for the crime under article 260, the financial penalty is from three 

hundred to five hundred shares, in the case envisaged under paragraph 

1 it is from four hundred to eight hundred shares for the case under 

paragraph 2; 

    g) for the breaching of article 260-bis, the financial penalty is from 

one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares in the case envisaged 

under paragraphs 6, 7, second and third period, and 8, first period, and 

the financial penalty is from two hundred to three hundred shares in 

the case envisaged by paragraph 8, second period; 

    h) for the breaching of article 279, paragraph 5, the financial penalty 

is up to two hundred fifty shares. 

3. The following financial penalties are applied to the body for the 

crimes envisaged in the Legislative Decree dated 7 February 1992, n 

150: 

     a) for the breaching of articles 1, paragraphs 1, 2, paragraphs 1 and 

2, and 6, paragraph 4,  the financial penalty is up to two hundred fifty 

shares; 

     b) for the breaching of article 1, paragraph 2, the financial penalty 
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is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares. 

     c) for the crimes of the penal code referred to by article 3-bis, 

paragraph 1 of the law n 150 of 1992, respectively: 

         1) the financial penalty is up to two hundred fifty shares in case 

of crimes for which a maximum sentence not exceeding one year’s 

imprisonment is applied; 

         2) the financial penalty is from one hundred fifty to two hundred 

fifty shares in case of crimes for which a maximum sentence not 

exceeding two years’ imprisonment is applied; 

         3) the financial penalty is from two hundred to three hundred 

shares in case of crimes for which a maximum sentence not exceeding 

three years’ imprisonment is applied; 

         4) the financial penalty is from three hundred to five hundred 

shares in case of crimes for which a maximum sentence exceeding 

three years’ imprisonment is applied; 

4. The financial penalty from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty 

shares is applied to the body for crimes envisaged under article 3, of 

the law dated 28 December 1993, n° 549. 

5. The following financial penalties are applied for the crimes 

envisaged in Legislative Decree dated 6 November 2007, n 202: 

     a) for the crime under article 9, paragraph 9, the financial penalty is 

up to two hundred fifty shares. 

     b) for crimes under articles 8, paragraph 1, and 9, paragraph 2, the 

financial penalty is from one hundred fifty to two hundred fifty shares; 

     b) for the crime under article 8, paragraph 2, the financial penalty is 
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from two hundred to three hundred shares. 

6. The penalties indicated under paragraph 2, item b) are reduced to a 

half in case of crime envisaged under article 256, paragraph 4, of 

Legislative Decree dated 3 April 2006, n 152. 

7. In case of sentence for the crime under paragraph 2, item a) n 2), b), 

n. 3), e f), and under paragraph 5, letters b) and c), are applied the 

interdictive penalties envisaged under article 9, paragraph 2, of 

Legislative Decree dated 8 June 2001, n. 231, for a duration not 

exceeding six months. 

8. If the body or its organisation unit are regularly used with the 

unique or prevailing scope of allowing or facilitating the crimes under 

article 260 of Legislative Decree dated 3 April 2006 n 152, and article 

8 of Legislative Decree dated 6 November 2007, n. 202, is applied the 

interdictive definitive penalty concerning the performance of the 

business activity under article 16, paragraph 3, of Legislative Decree 

dated 8 June 2001, n. 231. 

- article For what envisaged by article 25 duodecies of Legislative 

Decree 231/2001 (ex Legislative Decree 109/2012): 

article 22 paragraph 12 and 12 bis: Use of citizens of third Countries 

whose residence is irregular in a number greater than three, of a non 

working age or subject to exploitation. As for the crime under article 

22, paragraph 12-bis of Legislative Decree  dated 25 July 1998, n. 286, 

is applied the financial penalty from 100 to 200 shares, within the 

limit of 150,000 Euros. 
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Conclusions 

 

 With a resolution dated 18 October 2013, the Board of 

Directors introduced this Code of Ethics and the Code of Conduct 

that, along with the Disciplinary Regulations, will be duly made 

available to the personnel; since that date the instructions therein 

will have to be complied with by all employees and collaborators. 

 In compliance with the principle therein, Viar  S.p.A. states 

that the directives of the code, along with the adoption of a specific 

code of conduct can be more binding than the regulation in force  

and the behaviours determined by normal practice. 

 In order to implement and check the proper application of 

those principles and aims described in this Code, the company 

adopt tools and procedures of company management that will be 

periodically reviewed and integrated in order to improve their 

efficiency. 

 This Code will be widely distributed through the publication 

on the company intranet, or at notice boards intended for the 

personnel; the new recruits, collaborators and regular suppliers will 

receive suitable information about it.  A copy of the Code of 

Conduct deriving from this Code of Ethics is given to each 

employee.  

The same distribution is ensured also for all possible updatings. 

Training courses will also be delivered by qualified personnel in 

order to make the contents and values this code is based on fully 
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understandable 

In no case the pursuing of VIAR interest or advantage can 

justify a conduct not in line with this Code. 

As for controls, the role of controller of the Code of Ethics and 

conduct is entrusted to a corporate body, the supervision body, 

established by the 231 Form, in order to create a synergy and a 

greater efficiency between the different forms of control. 

Pursuant to Legislative Decree dated 8 June 2001 n 231 the 

Supervision Body is established, appointed by the Board of 

Directors to supervise the operation and compliance of VIAR 

Organisation and Management model and to update it. 

The Supervision Body is established by a resolution of the BoD that 

values the existence of the requirements connected to 

independence, autonomy, honourableness and professionalism of 

its members. 

The stay in office of the members of the Supervision Body 

coincides with that of the BoD they were appointed by. Said 

members can be re-elected. 

The members of the Supervision Body can renounce any time and 

they must communicate their decision to the Board of Directors in 

writing enclosing the reasons determining this conduct. 

The detailed description of the tasks and the functioning of the 

Supervision Body is included in the 231 Form approved by the 

Board of Directors and in the regulation that will be consequently 

written. 


